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Temperature Control Strategies for Radiant Floor Heating Systems 

Zhi Long Zhang 

A dynarnic model of a radiant floor heating (RFH) system usefûl for control 

analysis is developed. The overall model consists of a boiler, an embedded tube floor slab 

and building enclosure. The overall model was described b y nonlinear differential 

equations, which were solved using finite numerical methods. 

The predicted responses from the model were compared with published 

experimental data. The cornparisons were made covering a wide range of weather and 

operating conditions under several different control strategies. The model predictions 

compare well with the experirnental data. The effective thermal capacity of the floor slab 

was found being an important parameter in cdibrating the model results with the 

experimental data. 

Three different control strategies for improving the temperature regulation in RFH 

systems are proposed. These are: a multistage on-off control, an augmented constant gain 

control (ACGC) and a variable gain control (VGC). 



Simulation results show that the rnultistage control maintains zone air temperature 

close to the setpoint better than the existîng on-off control scheme does. Likewise, ACGC 

gives good zone temperature control compared to the classical proportional control. A 

mode1 based approach for updating the controller gains of the VGC is proposed. Both 

ACGC and VGC are s h o w  to be robust to changes in weather conditions and interna1 

heat gains. The advantage of the control strategies proposed in this thesis is that they 

eliminate the use of outdoor temperature sensor required in some existing control 

schernes. Being simple and robust, the rnultistage control scheme with twO stages and the 

ACGC are good candidate controls for RFH systems. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION GND LITERATURE FWVIEW 

1. 1. Introduction 

Radiant heating is one of the oldest techniques used by man for ~varmïng up a 

living space. Through its use man could separate fuel burning and combustion products 

away Erom the living space to keep it clean and safe. The radiant panel, embedded in the 

noor andor wall, was made by heavy materials so that it could continuously release heat 

to the heated space after the f i e  ran out. This therefore not only made the operation more 

convenient and easier to handle but also provided much needed cornfort. Today, water as 

the heat transport medium has taken the place of direct fire inside the radiant panel in 

most applications. Beside of heating, radiant cooling panel is also in practical use today. 

Radiant floor heating (WH) system offers various advantages in space 

conditioning. These include dmost no noise, Iow draft, no requirement for cleaning, £?ee 

use of space, uniform temperature distribution, energy saving potential, favourable tie in 

capabilities with low temperature and low intensity energy sources. More than half the 

thermal energy emitted from a RFH system is in the form of radiant heat. The convective 

heat corn a RFH system is delivered directly to the occupied zone at floor level, where 

the occupants are. The radiant heat directly influences the heat exchange with the 

occupants and surrounding surfaces such as walls and ceiling. In this way a uniform 



thermal environment is established, As such lower zone air temperature will be required 

to keep occupants in thermal comfort condition thereby reducing energy consumption. 

Radiant panel heating systems also have the potential to reduce air 

consequently reducing the energy consumption. A 12.5% reduction in the natural air 

infiltration compared to the forced-air heating system was reported in the study 

conducted by Yost, Barbour and Watson (1995) [34]. They d s o  evaluated a ceiling 

radiant panel using thermal comfort parameters and stated, "the radiant heating system 

demonstrated significantly better energy pe~ormance than the either the heat purnp or 

base-board system". 

Watson, Chanprnam and DeGreef (1998) 1331 have studied seven different 

heating systems. The data from pre- and post-retrofit of  100 units, being monitored for 

two to four years, had been analysed. The results show that the use of the fast-acting 

radiant heating system saved energy up to 14.6%. 

Even through the advantages of RFH system over the conventional heating 

systems are well recognized, the one area which requires M e r  studies concerns the 

development of irnproved controI strategies for operating the RFH systems as will be 

demonstrated in Iiterature reviews presented in this chapter. Therefore, this study focuses 

on modelling and control of RFH systems. A dynamic model of RFH system will be 

developed. The predictions from the developed model wiI1 be compared with the 



published experirnental results. n i e  validated model will be used to explore improved 

control strategies for operating the RFH system. The thesis is organized as follows: 

In Chapter 2 an analytical model of EWH system is developed. 

Results f?om the validation of the model are presented in Chapter 3. 

In Chapter 4, in particular a multi-stage control method and its applications to 

RFH systems are discussed. 

An augmented constant gain and a variable gain control strategy are 

developed in Chapter 5. Several simulation results are presented to show the 

advantages of the developed control strategies compared to the traditional 

control techniques. 

1. 2. Literature Review 

The iiterature survey is organized in three sub-sections: 

(i) Studies dealing with modelling of RFH systems, 

(ii) RFH system control, and 

(iii) Experimental studies. 

1.2. 1. A Review of RFH System Models 

The steady state analysis techniques have been widely used specially for the 

design and energy analysis of RFH systems. Banhidi's book (1991) [SI describes 

nonlinear radiant and convective heat transfer processes taking place in a radiantly heated 



enclosure. The equations were linearized by using experimentd corrections. Kilkïs and 

Coley (1995) [19] developed a simpIe model for determinine radiant slab surface 

temperature and heat flux. Kilkîs and Spapci (1995) [18] also developed a computer 

prograrn for the radiant panel design and analysis purposes. A practical method for the 

design of radiant panel systems can be found in ASHRAE HVAC Systems and 

Equipment Handbook (1 992) [2]. 

Hogan and Blackwell (1986) [16] developed a steady state mode1 using finite 

element method to evaluate the performance of a hot water concrete floor heating panel. 

They found that the downward and edgewise heat losses computed by using the 

ASHRAE method were somewhat overestimated. 

Zhang and Pate (1986) [37] employed a finite-difference algorithm to simulate the 

heat difision in a ceiling panel. They predicted the ceiling surface temperature by 

simulating steady state and transient heat transfer processes. 

The temperature of electric element is a key factor in the design of electric heating 

radiant panel. Ritter and Kilkîs (1998) [27] introduced a steady-state fin model to size an 

electric radiant panel. They have introduced an adjustrnent factor to mode1 a two- 

dimensional fui for predicting the heating element skin temperature. 

Thermal cornfort issues of RFH systems have received increased attention by 

more and more researchers. Since the mean radiant temperature (MRT) of a radiant 



system has a governing impact on thermal comfort, The MRT should be considered 

d u ~ g  the design process. The paper by Kalisperis, el. al. (1990) 1171 presents a method 

for designing radiant panel heating systern using MRT as ba is  for thermal comfort 

decision making- To evaluate the radiant heating system performance in terms of thema1 

comfort, Ling and Deffenbangh (1990) [22] developed a cornputer model for detemùning 

the average predicted percentage dissatisfied (APPD) index useful for assesshg low- 

temperature radiant heating systems, 

Studies on radiant panel system with solar gains are available in the literature. For 

example, Athienitis (1994) [3] presented a eansient approach to solve an explicit 

nonlinear-dif5erence network model and predict the performance o f  a floor radiant 

heating system with high solar gain. 

In order to accurately predict the short term control dynamics, Savery and Lee 

(1996) [29] descnbed the thermostat by a digital, nonlinear model. A fourth-order state- 

variable digital model of a residence heated with electric unit heaters was developed. 

They used a five-parameter building model which included the capacitance of the 

structure, capacitance of the contents of the house, conductance associated with the 

structure. A three-parameter nonlinear thermostat model included the value of the 

proportional gain, switching differential and tirne constant. And a lumped capacity first- 

order model described the electric heater. The results of the simulation show a good 

match with the measured data. 



Brickman and Moujaes (i996) [7] developed a detded model. The radiation 

exchange among the interior walls and internai structure was taken into account. Instead 

of using conduction heat transfer to model the heat exchange in the air gaps, the effects of 

free convection occurring in the trapped air in the intemal wall structure were modeled. 

They also added fkee convection on exterior surfaces and forced convection effects fiom 

wind. Comparisons were nade with the recorded temperature measurernents, which 

resulted in a prediction accuracy generally within the error tolerances of the experimental 

measurements of i-1°C throughout the room's structural elements and in the interior air 

over the course of a day. 

Dunne and el. (1996) [12] developed algorithms for modelling the interreflected 

solar heat gain fiom neighbourïng structures and implemented the algorithms in a 

building energy simulation program. The algorithms account for the contribution from 

unobstructed and interreflected solar radiation in the solar heat gain through opaque and 

transparent surfaces. The algonthms use a freeware ray-tracing program which models 

specularly and diffusely reflecting surfaces under varying sky conditions. It was modified 

to account for irradiance values including the absorbed soIar radiation in transparent 

surfaces. They found that the solar gain kom specularly reflecting surfaces could be ten 

times that from diffusely reflecting surroundings. 

Recently a number of researchers have involved thermal comfort parameters into 

their rnodels. Chapman (1997) [9] had studied a case by employing building comfort 

analysis prograrn (BCAP) to analyse the thermal comfort distribution of a radiant heating 



system. By comparing the energy consumption of radiant system wÏth conventional 

forced-air system, Strand and Pedersen (1997) [32] showed that the radiant system is 

more efficient while offerhg the same thermal cornfort conditions. 

Chapman and Zhang (1996) [IO] developed a three-dimensional mathematical 

mode1 to compute heat transfer within a radiantly heated or cooled room, To analyse the 

effect of non-uniform wall temperatures and properties, they modelled the room by a 

discrete ordinate radiation rnodel, which calculates the mass-averaged room air 

temperature and the wall surface temperature distributions. 

Freestone and Worek (1996) [I3] simulated a three-story building in which a 

ceiling heating/cooling radiant panel was installed. They found that by removing the 

insulation fiom the top of the panel and placing a partition in the ceilhg plenum to 

concentrate the heat in the perimeter area can either reduce the energy consumption or 

improve the mean radiant temperature distribution. Simmonds' (1996) [3 11 study also 

shows the same result from a radiant panel system that was installed close the windows. 

The impact of reflectivity of wall in a radiant panel heating system was studied by 

Saunders and Andrews (1987) [28]. By means of a transient heat transfer model, they 

studied the radiative and convective heat exchange of wall and radiant panel. Their 

results suggested that refiective walls could reduce the heat Ioss to the weather by 

reducing the wall temperature. And the walls also radiate higher equivalent blackbody 

temperature by reflecting the heating panel radiation. 



Since room air distribution is not uniform in most cases, the thermal cornfort 

pararneters measured by a sensor, which is often located outside the occupied zone, are 

different from those in the occupied zone. It is necessary to identi& a suitable position for 

the sensor and to fmd the correhtion of the comfort pararneters between the sensor zone 

and the occupied zone. Chen and el. (1996) [ I l ]  used a flow model, a conjugate heat 

transfer model and a radimt modei, which were solved sirnultaneously in a computational 

fluid dynamics (CFD) program. They proposed a correlation for finding the most suitable 

position for locating the sensor. 

1.2.2. Radiant Heating System Control 

The conventional on-off control is still the dominant mode of control in the 

radiant floor heating systems. However, the heavy structure with large thermal storage 

can delay the control response causing the controlled temperature with relatively large 

derivation fiom the setpoint. A nurnber of alternative control strategies have been 

introduced in Iast decade. 

MacCluer (1989) [25] studied outdoor temperature reset control by considering 

the heat loss through building enclosure in steady state. The heat demand of the building 

was described as a linear function proportional to outdoor temperature. The constant of 

proportionality relating the rise in water temperature to the drop in outdoor temperature 

(called the reset dope) was used in the control equation. When the outdoor temperature 



decreases the controller operates the system by either increasing the supply water 

temperature or by increasing the water flow rate. 

The indoor temperature is affected not only by outdoor temperature but also by 

intemal heat gain, solar radiation and so on. To account for these effects MacCluer 

(1991) [23] proposed outdoor reset contro! with an indoor feedback as offset. 

Gibbs (1994) [14] built up a model to simulate the control strategies of a multi- 

zone RFH system. The simulations used zone air temperature with a setpoint of 20°C. 

The outdoor temperature was modelled as a sinusoid function with a 24-hour penod and 

by a step function. Three control strategies: (1) pulse-width-modulated zone valves with a 

constant-temperature boiler, (2) outdoor reset with indoor temperature feedback, and (3) 

outdoor reset plus pulse-width-modulated zone valves were studied. 

The simulation of first control strtiiegy assumed that the supply water temperature 

of 50°C remained relatively constant whether one or several zone valves were open. The 

room thermostats had a 1.67OC proportional band and pulse-width-modulated the zone 

valves four times per hou .  In order for the room air temperature to reach the setpoint 

(20°C), the valve was on for 7.5 minutes and off for 7.5 minutes, while at 20S°C the 

valve was on for 3 minutes and off for 12 minutes. 

In the second simulation the supply water for the system was regulated through a 

mixing valve and outdoor reset control. The outdoor reset control in this model is only a 



proportionai control but it has indoor temperature feedback. The indoor feedback was 

found to have a limited effect on the supply water temperature. The reset ratio of the 

model was set constant at 0.66. 

In the thïrd simulation results presented by Gibbs (1994) [14] the RFH system 

was modelled b y combining both pulse-pulse-width-rnodulated zone valves and outdoor 

temperature reset with indoor temperature feedback. The supply water temperature for 

this case was regdated through a rnixing valve and outdoor reset control, and water flow 

into each zone was turned on and off by pulse-width-modulated zone valve. The results 

of the simulations indicate that the strategy of outdoor reset plus pulse-width-modulated 

zone valve offers the most advantages. 

Zaheer-Uddin el- al. (1994) [35] developed a nonlinear mode1 of a radiant floor 

system. The mathematical model was based on the energy balance rnethod. Mode1 

equations for the boiler, floor slab, conditioned space and outdoor environment were 

solved simultaneously using finite difference techniques. 

To irnprove the steady state heat transfer approach used in his earlier studies, 

MacCluer (1 990) [24] set up a transient model in which the flow rate was kept constant 

while the temperature of the water sent to the floor slab was proportional to outdoor 

temperature. In the model the transfer function was written in analytical form and was 

solved in fiequency domain. The reset slope was no longer a constant but a function of 

the outdoor temperature and the room transfer function. 



Athïenitis and Shou (1991) [4] utilized a numerical mode1 using detailed room 

transfer functions for the operative temperature and simple Laplace transfer functions for 

the heating and control system components. It was shown that the response to setpoint 

changes of the radiant hezting system using an operative temperature sensor indicated 

significant potential for faster control than using an air temperature sensor. 

1.2.3 Experimental Studies 

Zhang and Pate (1986) [36] measured the performance of a radiant panel ceiling 

heating system. The ceilhg panel was built in the concrete slab in which hot water copper 

tubes were embedded. The supply-rem tubes were lined parallel and counter flow to 

each other. Their results show that the ceiling temperature distribution was uniform. The 

interesting resuit they found that the room air temperature did not lag the wall and floor 

temperature and the transient response of the radiant system was sensitive on hot water 

supply temperature but not as sensitive to the hot water flow rate. 

Space air temperature on-off control may be the simplest method available and is 

widely used in HVAC systems. A heavy building structure causes thermal lag or delay, 

which will cause large fluctuations in the floor temperature. An experimental test facility, 

in which the rooms were heated by a RFH system, was used by Cho and Zaheer-Uddin 

(1997) ES] to study the effect of different control strategies. The measurements included 



three different cases, 1) room air ternperature on-off control, 2) floor slab temperature on- 

off control, and 3) the combination of the room air and floor slab temperature on-off 

control. The test results show that the conventional room air on-off control can cause 

larger temperature swings in both room air and slab temperature compared with slab 

temperature control. The slab on-off control alone, on other hand, may not be suitable in 

rooms with large interna1 heat gain. The combination of the room air and floor slab 

temperature on-off was shown to be effective control strategy. 

Olesen (1994) [26] has tested a wall heating panel system and a floor heating 

panel system. The results show both floor and wail panel system were able to maintain a 

cornfortable thermal environment under dynamic conditions including solar radiation, 

intemal heat gain and temperature setback, etc. The systems also consume similar Ievel 

of energy. 

The temperature distribution in the heated space was measured by Hanibuchi and 

Hokoi (1998) [15]. Their data show that the floor heating produces an approximately 

uniform air temperature distribution and the convective heat exchange contributes about 

half of the heat output. 

Leigh (1991) [20] set up an experimental system to compare the temperature and 

heat flux control using outdoor air temperature reset. The results show that the 

proportional flux modulation resulted in %ter response to certain thermal transients than 

does the outdoor reset control with indoor ternperature offset. 



Scheatzle (1996) 1301 conducted tests in a heavy structure single-family house 

with a radidconvective system for both heating and cooling. The test had been 

designed to provide superior comfoa by using the so called comfortstat which takes into 

account six variables of hurnan comfort (activity level, CIO value, arnbient air 

temperature, mean radiant temperature, air velocity and humidity), and a programmable 

controller. %s fmdings show that a superior comfort can be achieved by employing the 

operative sensors and the programmable contro ller. Ho wever, the hardware and 

installation costs were high for residentid applications. 

Lindstrom, Fisher and Pedersen (1 998) [2 11 have examined the impact of surface 

characteristics on radiant panel heat output. They recornrnended the radiant slab 

emissivities of 0.90 to 0.95 could be used for engineering calculation of radiative heat 

transfer. The fraction of total panel output convected from radiant floor panel surface is 

as high as 3 0%. 

1.3. Summary 

From the Iiterature review the following issues were identifîed. 

1) A great majority radiant heating system models are of the steady state type. As 

such they are intended for the design rather than operation and control studies. 

2) Except for reference [35] the available models mainly focussed on the radiant 

heat exchange and comfort issues at the zone level. Therefore the control 



strategies proposed in the Literature ignore the system dynamics such as those 

due to the boiler operation- 

3) The model presented in reference [35] considers the dynamic effects of the 

boiler and the radiant floor together with a zone load model, which ignore the 

thermal inertia effects of the enclosure. Furthemore, the rnodel in [35] 

requires solutions of 30 nodal equations to predict the room temperature. 

Also, the optimal control solution presented in [35] is too complex for 

practical implementation using simple contro 1 hardware. 

4) The control strategies studied in the literature are proportional control with 

outdoor air reset. This strategy requires a good correlation between zone load, 

outdoor temperature and supply water temperature. In the absence of accurate 

knowledge of such a function, either over correction or poor controI could 

result. 

1.4. Objectives of the Thesis 

This thesis addresses some of the limitations noted above concerning modelling 

and control of RFH systems. To this end, the major objectives of this thesis are: 

(i) To develop a reIatively accurate and computationally efficient dynamic 

model of radiant floor heating systern useful for operation and control 

studies. 

(ii) Validate and calibrate the developed model using experimental field data. 



(iii) Develop simple and effective control strategies for efficient operation of 

RFH systerns- 

(iv) Carry out simulation runs to study and evaluate the performance of 

different control strategies. 

Many researchers have deveioped various kinds of models for different purposes 

as described previously. From single zone to multizone, rnost models focus on the indoor 

temperature performance in accordance with weather disturbance. In practice, a system is 

running under the combination of the disturbances, fkom heating source to intemal heat 

gain. Such that it is necessary to develop a new model, which includes a boiler, heat 

emission device, control device and zone. In order to verify the stability of the control 

system performance, the weather disturbances, intemal heat gain and heat source must be 

taken into account simultaneously. 



CRAPTER 2 

DYNAMIC MODEL OF 

RADIANT FLOOR HEATING (RFH) SYSTEM 

2, 1. Introduction 

In this chapter a dynamic model of RFH system usefid for control and operation 

studies will be developed. First the physical system will be described. Then dynamic 

models of each component will be developed and integrated to sùnulate the performance 

o f  a RFH system. 

The model given in reference [35] will be used as a basis to develop a simpler 

mode1 usehl for simulating different control strategies. This is needed because model in 

reference [35] requests thirty-two nonlinear differential equations to simulate the 

dynamic performance of the RFH system. Furthemore, it needs estimation of several 

parameters to validate its predctions. For these reasons, it is necessary to develop a 

simple model, which can be calibrated easiiy using experimental results. 

2.2. Radiant Floor Heating (RFH) System 

A typical single zone RFH system, shown in Figure 2.2.1, consists of a radiant 

floor slab embedded with serpentine tube in which hot water is circulated using a 

circulating purnp and distribution piping. The major components of RFH system include: 
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a hot water boiler, circulating pump, piping network, an embedded pipe radiant floor in 

an environment zone and a control system. In response to the demand for heat from the 

zone thermostat, the pump is operated by the controller Ci. The controller C2, 

simultaneously, controls the burner of the boiler in an on-off mode such that the suppIy 

water temperature is maintained within a chosen high/low limit, for safety, the burner is 

shut off when the circulating pump is off. 

1 

Boiler 

I 1 Slab 

Figure 2.2-1 Schematic diagram of a floor heating system 

Since more than half of the heat released fiom floor slab is in radiation, the 

nonlinear nature of heat fluxes have to be taken into account. A dynamic model of the 

RFH system should incorporate al1 aspects of heat transfer mechanisms, conduction, 

convection, radiation and thermal storage, affecting the temperature response of the 

system. A dynamic model will be developed by applying the energy balance principle on 

each of the cornponents representing a gas-burning boiler, a concrete floor slab with 



serpentine tube and a room with thermal capacity. Each component will be modelled 

uidividually based on its own physical arrangement by applying energy balance 

technique. The resulting time dependent differential equations will be solved using finite 

numerical techniques. 

2.3. Radiant Floor Model 

A hydronic radiant floor typically consists of a serpentine pipe embedded in a 

concrete slab shown in Figure 2.3.1. Hot water inside of the serpentine tube passes heat to 

the sIab £rom which the heat is released to the space by radiation and convection. There is 

an insulation under the slab to reduce the heat loss to the ground. 

Figure 2.3.1 Schematic diagram of Boor slab with nodal arrangement and 

assumed temperature distribution 



A slab is considered with dimensions WxH and thickness L as s h o w  in Figure 

2.3.1. The tube pitch is P. The temperature distribution of the slab surface is not uniform 

since hot water inside of serpentine pipe gives up heat thereby its temperature and 

consequently the slab surface temperature decreases in the water flow direction. Also for 

thermal comfoa reason the floor surface temperature of most WH systems has to be 

limited so that a tow temperature drop of hot water is widely used in practice. The test 

results show that for hot water temperature drops of about 7OC the resulting floor surface 

temperature difference is less than 2OC. Together with these considerations the following 

assumptions were made to develop a simple model of radiant floor. 

(1) The temperature distribution inside slab is uniform in horizontal direction that 

no heat transfer occurs horizontally. 

(2) The slab properties are homogenous. 

(3) The heat transfer fiom hot water inside of the serpentine pipe to the floor slab 

is described by a logarithmic-mean-temperature-difference (LMTD). 

(4) No heat Loss through the insulation to the ground. 

(5) No heat loss through the distribution pipe. 

The heat transfer process then can be simply considered as one-dimensional 

problem. To develop energy balance equations descnbing the heat transfer processes 

between the water circulating in the pipe and the slab surface, the slab was described by 

three nodes and the temperatures of the nodes are presented by Tsi, Tsz and Ts3 



respective1 y as sho wn in Figure 2.3.1. The hot water gives up heat at node 2 (TQ) and the 

slab releases the heat to the space being heated by radiation and convection at node 1 

(Tsr). There is no heat loss through the insulation (node 3 at Ts3). However node 3 does 

affect the ternperature distribution of the slab via its thermal storage. 

Since the floor s!ab is interacting with boiler hot water on one side and enclosure 

temperature on the other side, the coupling effects are modelled using supply water 

temperature TV, which is associated with boiler energy output fiom boiler model; room 

air ternperature, T I ,  and enclosure interior surface temperature, Tm fiom room model. The 

return water ternperature, T,,, and sIab surface temperature, TSr, are the outputs which will 

be determined by the radiant floor model. The heat transfer process is described by the 

following nodal equations. 

Where 

q, = 5 x  IO-' F ,-,, AI {[T,., + 27314 -[T,, + 27314} (2.3.4) 

4, = 21 3A,K., - c ) ~ '  (2.3 -5) 

In equation 2.3.4 FP+, represents radiation angle factor from floor slab panel to structural 

enclosures that it equals to 1.0 for flat panel. Equation for T,, and Tm are given as follows: 



and LMTD cari be obtained £kom figure 2.3.1 

The enclosure surface temperature T, was computed by solving equations for the room 

model. 

2.4. Room Mode1 

The warrner floor slab surface of a RFH system exchanges heat to the colder 

enclosure surfaces by radiation. The zone air receives heat fiom the slab and gives up to 

the colder sdaces of enclosure by convection. The enclosure heat gains should 

compensate the heat lost to the weather. The temperature distribution of heated enclosure 

is impacted by a numbers of factors Iisted following: 

1. Mean floor slab surface temperature, Tsr. 

2. Interna1 heat generation, q, 

3. uifiltration, q , ~  

4. Outdoor air temperature, To. 

5. Solar radiation, ai impinging on the exterior enclosure surfaces, and qS,/ 

through window impinging on the interior enclosure surfaces. 

Al1 of these are time dependent variables and are considered as discretized inputs in the 

model equations. 
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In the room mode1 the air temperature, G, and enclosure interior surface 

temperature, Te,, is taken as uniform throughout a11 of the space. This means that those 

temperatures depend upon time rather than location. The vector of temperature change 

O 

rate with thne, m, of the elements can then be expressed as 

Where the vector m represents inside, middle and outside nodal temperature 

respectively. The FJ represents conductance of the room and the [Cl describes the 

effective thermal capacity of the room-. Because there is no heat being added or removed 

inside of enclosure nodes, al1 the values of the heat vector {Q} in the equation, if more 

than one element is used, are zero except those due to surface boundary conditions. 

Outdoor 

Block 

Insulation 

. Block 

Figure 2.4.1 Typicd wall section and heat f lues  

As shown in figure 2.4.1, at the interior surface of the enclosure the heat fluxes 

include floor slab radiation, intemal heat gains, solar radiation through the window and 

exchange with zone air. The infiltration air rnixed with the indoor air interacts 

convectively with the interior surface. 



The radiation heat flrnx q, is modelled as [2] 

qr=5~l Fen-p A, [ (KI +2 73).'-(~, +2 73)v (2.4.2) 

The Fe,, is radiation angle : factor fiom enclosures to radiant panel. The equation 2.4.2 

and 2.2.4 describe the same radiant heat flux. The convective heat flux, q,, to the room 

air, at temperature T=, is givem by ASHRAE Handbook Fundamentds [l] 

qc= I. 3 ]Aen ( T " - T ~ J I - ~ ~  (2-4.3) 

The infiltration air mixes with zone air directly. If ACH is the rate of air change 

per hour, then q;&s calculated from: 

qin/ = Vp c (To- TJ ACW3 60 0 (2.4.4) 

Where Vis the volume of thne room, p is mass density, c is specific heat of air and To is 

the outdoor air temperature. 

Solar radiation in the mode1 has two components, the one representing solar gains 

through glass of window casting on the interior surface of the enclosure, and the another 

in the form of solar radiatiom irnpinging on the exterior surfaces of the enclosure. If 1, is 

solar radiation intensity, a t h e  admittance of the g l a s  and shading factor (Sn, then 

entering the room through thee window in A,, of area, cati be calculated eom: 

qsof = A J F C c  (2.4.5) 

The thermal capacity- of room air is small so that it can be ignored. The energy 

balance equation on room a i r  can be described by following steady state equation: 



~.~~A~~T,~-TJ'*~'+~.~IA~~(T~,~-T=)'-~~+(CRIH)-~~~/=O (2-4-6) 

Where (CRIH) refers convective ratio of internai heat- 

There are two heat fluxes adding on the exterior surface of the enclosure, the Qsor 

and a (convection). In winter conditions the velocity of outdoor air is considered high 

and the convection heat exchange can be recognized as a linear fùnction of the 

temperature difference. ASHRAE Handbook Fundamentals [l] recommends 3 4 w / k 2  of 

the exterior surface convective coefficient in winter. Therefore Qsoi and a were modelled 

as follows: 

Qsoi = AenSFIc 

Qc = 3-irAen(To-TcJ 

There T, is exterior surface temperature. 

2. 5. Boiler Mode1 

In the reference [35] the energy balance equation of the boiler mode1 was 

described as 

dTp - * - - V V  m a ,  - n )  - , - ) (2 -5.1 1 C"- 

Where Cb is thermal capacity of boiler, C,, is thermal capacity rate of water, aj is the rate 

of the heat loss from boiler jacket to the environment (the boiler room) and Te is the 

temperature of the boiler room. 



The water mass flow rate Li," is norrnalized with respect to maximum flux rate so 

that U,, in equation 2.5.1 varies between O and 1. The circulating pump c m  be controlled 

by a feedback signal fiom room air temperature or floor slab surface temperature or both 

of them. 

The burner as energy input device works in an on-off mode using TV as feedback 

signai. The energy input, ububamr represents the maximum burner capacity when (ib = 1. 

It is too complex to describe the combustion process mathernaticaily since the flame 

temperature and flow gas temperature are affected by too many factors. However an 

empirical model is used to describe the combustion efficiency of the boiler. The 

combustion efficiency is given by a polynomial such as: 

Where the coefficients can be obtained fiom experimental data. In this study we have 

assumed a, = 1 and a2 = -0.12 which corresponds to a rated efficiency of 88% for the 

boiler at maximum supply water temperature. 

2.6. Overall RFH System Mode1 

The equations descnbing the radiant floor slab, the room and the boiler taken 

together constitute the overall mode1 equations descrïbing the dynarnic performance of 

the RFH system. The model consists of  eight differential equations, which were solved 

using finite numerical methods. 



As noted in section 2.1, the developed mode1 is simpler (has less number of 

equations than those in reference [35]) and therefore requires less computational time to 

solve the equations. In order to  compare the accuracy of predictions from the present 

model simulation runs were made and results were compared with those fiom the model 

given in reference 1351 and as well as published experirnental data fiom a test utility [8]. 

These comparisons are depicted in Figure 2.6.1 and 2.6.2. It is noted that reference [35] 

uses 14 nodes to describe the temperature distribution whereas the present model uses 

logarithmic-mean temperature difference (LMTD), which is considered uniform over the 

width of the slab. The predictions h m  the present model compare well with the 

measured data as shown in Figure 2.6.1 and 2.6.2. Therefore, we conclude that the 

present mode1 is simpler to use and can be used to explore various operating strategies. 

Before developing new control seategies the predictions fiom the model will be 

compared with measured data under several different operating conditions. These 

cornparisons will be used to calibrate the model parameters if necessary and to validate 

the accuracy of predictions. 





CHAPTER 3 

MODEL VALIDATION 

3. 1. Introduction 

Before developing control systems for the operation of W H  system, it is 

important to verify the mode1 predictions by comparing them with experimental results. 

To this end, published experimental results [8] were used. It is noted here that the 

specifications of the test facility, design and operating parameters as well the weather 

data were made available for the purpose of making the comparisons as meaninghl and 

accurate as possible. This chapter presents results of such comparisons and shows the 

sources of agreements and deficiencies. A b k f  description of the test facility [8] is given 

here so that the discussions on the comparison between the mode1 predictions and 

experimental data [8] are easy to understand. 

3.2. The Test Facility [SI 

The RFH system test facility consisting of two 3x4.4x3.8m rooms identical in 

construction was built in Teajon, South Korea, latitude 37.5' noah. It was designed to 

enable simultaneous comparison of two different control strategies. The floor plan, cross 

sectional details of wall, radiant floor are depicted in Figure 3.2.1 and Figure 3.2.2 



Fiame 3.2.1 Arrangement of the test rooms [8] 

- Pipe (diameter = 15mrn) 

- 200 - 
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Mortar --, a 2 L7 IO0 
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Reinforced concrete 

Subslab concrete 

Crushed Stone 

Floor 

-524 
Mortar - 

Reinfomd -- 
concrete - 

Insulation -[ 60 
' L-l 

Ceiling 

7 <- Wall paper 
-Cement Block 

! 

Figure 3 -2.2 Cross-sectional details of the floor slab, walls and ceiling [8] 



The fioor slab, 3mx4-4m in area, consists of stone and concrete embedded with 

I Smm diameter copper pipes on 200mm centres. A 50mm polystyrene foam layer was set 

under the slab to reduce the heat loss (Figure 3.2.2). The construction details of the walls 

and ceiling are also shown in Figure 3.2.2. The hot water heating system consisting of a 

6,50OkcaI/h (7,500W) gas-fired boiler with its piping network and circulating purnps is 

depicted in Figure 3 - 3 3 .  An electrically heated storage tank (with a capacity of 5kW and 

400L in volume) was installed in the circuit to supply reIatively constant temperature of 

hot water to the floor slab during the experiments. 

- 

9----- 
I I 7,500W O------ I I Storage Tank 
I 
I 
I Boiler 

I 

I 

1 Room A 1 

-4 Floor Slab 

Room B 

I Floor Slab 

Figure 3.2.3 Schematic diagram of the hot water heating system [8] 
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During the tests the windows of the test rooms were covered with aluminium foi1 

to elirninate the effect of direct solar gains through windows. Furthemore, the tests were 

conducted with no internai heat sources, 

The measured data consisted of room air, outdoor air and floor slab surface 

temperatures. The temperature of supply and return water to and from the floor slab and 

the mass flow rate of hot water sets of such test data conducted on several days during the 

heating season were made available to us for the purpose of validating the rnodel 

developed in this thesis. 

The design parameters used in the simulations correspond to the specifications of 

the test facility (Figures 3.2.1 to 3.2.3). These are summarised in the following Table 

3 -2.1 to 3 -2.3. 

Table 3.2.1 Room data of the test facility [8] 

Item 

U-value of the wall 

U-value of the ceiling 

U-vaiue of the windows 

Zone thermal capacity 

Symbol 

Uwa11 

Uceiling 

Uwindow 

CZ 

Magnitude and Units 

0.66w/Krn2 

0.56w/KmZ 

3 -60 w/Km2 

4.20~ 1 O~J/K (calibrated) 



Table 3.2.2 Radiant fioor slab data of the test facility [8] 

Floor slab conductance t 
I hside area of serpentine tube 

I Serpentine tube water content 

1 Floor slab thermal capacity 

I Convection heat transfer coefficient inside tube 

Symbol 

UP 

Ait 

hi, 1 140.20WiK (calibrated) 

Magnitude and Units 

6.25 w K m 2  

1 2.36m2 

Mw 

A, 

C~ 

Table 3.2.3 Boiler data of the test facility [8] 

7.55kg 

13 .20rn2 

1 .90~  1 O~J/K (calibrated) 

Item Magnitude and dimension 

Boiler jacket conductance 

Boiler capacity 

Boiler thermal capacity 

Maximum water temperature 

I l 5 .O6W/K (assurned) 

Boiler room temperature 

U b m a ~  

cb 

T b m a ~  

I Te I 20°C (assurned) 

7500W 

4.24~ 1 O~J/K (calibrated) 

62OC 

Purnp capacity 



3.3. Open-Loop Response 

The mode1 equations developed in the chapter 2 were discritized and the resulting 

equations were solved usïng f i t e  numerical method. First, the open loop responses of 

the RFH system subject to constant outdoor temperature of -5OC with constant control 

inputs Ub=0.2, U,,=0.5 are depicted in Figure 3.3.1. The intent of this simulation test nui 

was to establish the order of magnitudes of steady state time of the system temperature 

responses. 

.................................... - 

.............. 

.... ...........-......-. 

.. .--. --......-.. 0 Supply Water 0 Return Water ; 

A Floor Slab x Zone Air 

O 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 

Time (hours) 

Figure 3.3.1 Open loop responses of the system 

The slow response of the system is indicative of Iarge thermal capacity of the 

roorn. With no control and the boiler Nnning at Low capacity nearly 50 hours are needed 

for the system to reach steady state. Under steady state condition the temperatures 
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reached the following values, zone air temperature T'=23°C, floor slab surface 

temperature Tsl =33OC, supply water temperature T,=50°C and return water temperature 

T,, =43"C. 

The results show the expected tends of a system undergoing heating giving nse to 

exponential responses, which asyrnptotically attain steady state. Note that the temperature 

of floor surface is 10°C lower than the temperature of retum water. The difference 

between supply and return water temperatures is 7°C. The floor slab temperature is 1 O°C 

higher than room air temperature. These temperature distributions, which may not be 

optimal but they exhibit expected trends and are with in the range reported in literature. 

This gives a first indication that mode1 equations, the computer code and solution 

technique used is yielding expected trends. 

3.4. Model Validation strategy 

The objective of the expenmentd results presented in reference [8] were to 

compare the performance of two control strategies, namely, (i) slab temperature on-off 

control and (ii) two-parameter on-off control (TPC), with the widely used zone air 

temperature on-off control. For instance, the performance of air temperature on-off 

control irnplemented in Room A (Figure 3.2.1) was compared with slab temperature on- 

off control scheme implemented in Room B. 



For the purpose of mode1 validation in this thesis, several sets of experimental 

data under various operating and control schemes were chosen with a view to cover the 

entire range of data available. Therefore, in the following mode1 predictions are 

compared with experimental data corresponding to d l  three control strategies. 

(0 

(i i) 

(iii) 

Air temperature on-off control: room thermostat controls the hot water 

valve in on-off mode. 

Slab temperature on-off control: in this scheme slab surface temperature is 

used to control the hot water valve. 

Two-parameter control: in tiiis strategy both air temperature and slab 

surface temperature are used to control the valve sequentially ushg a 

preset switching tirne intemal. 

Thus, these control strategies were incorporated in the developed mode1 and 

simulation nins were made under the sarne weather data and operating conditions as 

those used in the experiments. As this point it is noted that several initial trials were 

needed to arrive at a reasonable magnitude of the thermal capacity of the floor slab, the 

boiler and the rooms which satisfied al1 test results. Choosing an optimal value for these 

three parameters remains a challenging problem in validatiodcaiibration studies. The 

"good numbers" for these parameters arrived by trial-and-error are given in Table 3.2.1 to 

3.2.3. incorrect magnitudes of these parameters significantly affect the nurnber of daily 

on-off cycles and the shape of the temperature responses. In the following the results 

obtained from the simulation of each of the three control strategies are discussed. 



3.5. Room Air Temperature On-Off Control 

The experimental data shown in Figure 3.5.1 corresponds to March 16, 1995. On 

this day the outdoor minimum and maximum air temperatures were -Soc and 7S°C.  For 

this test the room thermostat lirnits were set at 21°C (low limit) and 23OC (hi& limit) 

respectively. 

The predicted responses fiom the mode1 using the sarne 24-hour weather data and 

under similar operating conditions are plotted in Figures 3.5.1 and 3.5.2. It is apparent 

fiom the figures that the slab temperature and air temperature responses match closely 

with experimental data. A slight mismatch between 10:OO and 16:OO is due to errors in 

thermal capacity parameters as well as solar transmission load fiom the enclosure as 

discussed earlier. In al1 simulations one single set of thermal capacity parameter 

s a t i s m g  al1 experimental results were chosen. For this reason there is some difference in 

predicted and measured data. But these differences are not significant. 

The biggest difference in experimental and predicted temperatures taking place at 

noon with 1°C in zone air temperature and 3OC in slab temperature. 
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Figure 3 -5.1 Predicted and rneasured floor slab temperature (air 

temperature control) 
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Figure 3 -5.2 Predicted 
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3.6. Floor Slab Temperature On-Off Control 

For the same day (March 16, 1995) the system was controlIed by floor slab 

surface temperature in room B. The slab thermostat was set at 29OC (low limit) and 3 1°C 

(hi& limit) respectively. The actual variations in slab temperatures were measured 

between 2g°C and 32'C. The air temperature, which was allowed to float, varied about 

22°Ci0.750C. The measured responses are plotted in figures 3.6.1 and 3.6.2 and 

compared with mode1 predictions. 

The results show that the mode1 predicts the same number of on-off cycles as the 

measured data. The differences between the predicted and experimentai responses are 

within H O C  throughout the day. 



- Model O Ref [8] 
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Figure 3.6.1 Predicted and measured floor slab temperature (slab 

temperature control) 

I -  Model O Ref [8] 1 
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Figure 3.6.2 Predicted and measured air temperature (slab temperature 

control) 



3.7. Two-Parameter Control (TPC) 

The TPC strategy combines both air temperature on-off control and slab 

temperature on-off control. In TPC air temperature control and slab temperature control 

works alternatefy and switches fiom one to the other with a preset switching interval- In 

the following the comparisons were made using the experimental results corresponding to 

three different switching intervals set at 10,20 and 30 minutes each. 

The results corresponding to 10 minutes switch interval are compared in Fi,owe 

3.7.1 and 3.72. Again we note that the mode1 predictions compare well with 

experirnental results. 

Similady, results of the comparisons with 20 minutes as switching interval are 

depicted in Figures 3.7.3 and 3.7.4. 

The solid lines in the figures are the simulation results and experimental data in 

plotted as discrete point (square). Very good match indeed obtained even through the 

same value of thermal capacity parameters was used in these simulations. 

Finally, the results with a switching interval of 30 minutes are plotted in Figures 

3 -7.5 and 3 -7.6. The results correspond to a day in February 27, 1996. 
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3.7.1 Slab temperature responses on March 13 with 10 minutes 

switching interval 
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Figure 3.7.2 Zone air temperature responses on March 13 with 10 minutes 

switching interval 
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Figue 3.7.4 Zone air temperature responses on Feb. 25 with 20 minutes 

switching interval 
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A maximum error of 3OC in the slab temperature responses can be noted fiom 

Figure 3 -7.5, which is the highest among all the cornparison made thus far. 

3.8. Summary 

The overall model was verified with experimental data fkom several different days 

covering a range of weather conditions corresponding to Spica1 &om normal to warm 

days of the heating season. Also the sets of data represented various operating control 

strategies such as conventional on-off control, floor slab temperature on-off control and 

two-parameter on-off controls. Comparisons between predictions and experimental data 

show good agreement with regard to daily dynarnic variations in predicting occupied 

zone temperatures. 

The simuiation resuits agree well with the test data, Most of t h e  the differences 

between the simulation and the test data are less than 1°C in both zone air temperatures 

and slab temperatures. The differences tend to be somewhat higher at noon with up to 

2OC in zone air temperature and 3°C in slab temperature. This is attributed to some error 

in exactly matching the thermal capacity effects and its response due to transmission 

component of solar radiation through enclosure walls and ceiling. However these 

differences are not very significant. 

Therefore, we conclude that the simulations fkom the model are in general 

agreement with the experimental data. As well the predicted number of on-off cycles 



match well with the measured responses. Thus the mode1 is able to closely predict the 

trends and daily responses and thus can be taken as a reliable tool for exploring and 

developing control strategies for improving the performance of RFH system. 



CHAPTER 4 

NXIULTI-STAGE CONTROL STRATEGIES 

4.1. Introduction 

In this chapter a multistage control method, which is expected to improve the 

temperatme replation performance of a RFH system, will be developed. The major 

objective of the control strategy to be developed is that it should be the simple and 

effective a n d  give good temperature control. Fust we review some of the critical issues in 

a RFH corzitrol. 

Am estimated 1 00w/m2 of energy is transferred fiom a RFH system under typical 

operating cconditions. Slightly greater than one-half of this energy is transmitted in radiant 

mode and the rest in convective mode. Not only the mode of heat transfer but also the 

thermal l a g  effect associated with radiant floor slab pose a challenging control problem 

and thus require innovative solutions, In recent studies researchers have examined 

outdoor reset contrai strategies (Leigh, 1991 [20]; MacCluer, 1991 [23J); on-off, PI 

(proportiornal-integral) and two-parameter contro 1 schemes (Cho and Zaheer-Uddin, 1 997 

[8]) in houses heated with RFH systems. Although PI controllers with or without outdoor 

air reset srtrategy give better temperature control, they are relatively expensive. To this 

end, there is a need to develop simple and yet cost effective control strategies for RFH 

systerns. Irn this regard, two-parameter control (TPC) strategy [8] has been shown to be 

simple a n d  effective control for RFH systems. In TPC, zone air and slab temperature 
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signals are used in alternate sequence for on-off control of the pump or valve. By so 

doing, it was found that temperature swings in floor-slab and zone-air temperature were 

reduced compared to single parameter control (SPC) in which only zone air temperature 

was used as a feedback signai for on-off control of the pump or the valve. 

Altbough TPC gives good temperature regulation, problems still remain in the 

installation and the location of slab temperature sensors in the fioor slabs especially in 

multi-room houses. It is in this context we are interested in seeking an alternative control 

scheme. 

Rather than operating the water valve in full on or completely off mode, it is 

proposed to cover the total control range in few stages based on the air temperature as a 

feedback signal since most systems still rely on room thermostat for temperature control. 

As the number of stages are increased, the multistage control responses are expected to 

approach those of a proportional control. It is however recommended limiting the number 

of stages between two to four fiom the viewpoint of the ease of implementations. 

In this chapter a multi-stage control (MSC) strategy for W H  systerns will be 

explored. The MSC is expected to have good temperature regulation properties without 

requiring the slab temperature as feedback signal. The following methodology will be 

used to examine the effectiveness of MSC strategy: 

1) Compare the effect of mass flow rate control (constant supply water 

temperature) versus the effect of suppIy water temperature control (constant 
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water flow rate) on the zone temperature responses and select the most 

effective control variable. 

2) Compare the temperature responses of WH system with MSC and TPC under 

several different operating conditions. 

4.2. Sensitivity of Control Parameters 

There are two ways to control a RFH system by changing either supply water 

temperature or supply water mass flow rate- In order to control the system more 

effectively, it is necessary to examine the effect of these two control inputs on the 

temperature responses of the RFH system. 

To examine the effect of varying the water mass flow rate the following operating 

conditions were chosen: outdoor temperature -lO°C, supply water temperature at 50°C. 

The mass flow rate of water was varied fiorn 25%, 50% and 100% of the rated pump 

capacities of SL/rnin and 3L/rnin. The resulting zone air temperature responses are 

plotted in Figures 4.2.1 a and 4.2.1 b. 
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Figure 4.2.1 b Effect of water mass flow rate (purnp capacity = 3L/min) 
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4.2.2b Effect of water temperature with 3 L h i n  



To study the effect of supply water temperature, the RFH system responses were 

simulated under the same operating conditions as noted above. Two different water mass 

flow rates of SLlmin anci 3LImin were used- In each case the supply water temperature 

was held constant at 50°C, 45OC and 40°C respectively. The zone air temperature 

responses are shown in Figures 4.2-2a and 4.2.2b. 

It is apparent fkom these responses that an effective control strategy will be the 

one utilising water temperature modulation as opposed to flow rate moduIation. For 

example, the results show that a 5OC increase in supply water temperature causes about 

3S°C rise in zone air temperature. On the other hand a 50% increase in mass flow rate 

increases the zone air temperature by only O.S°C. Therefore, it is advantageous to use 

supply water temperature modulation strategy to control RFH systems. However, is will 

be interesting to study the effect of both temperature and flow rate modulation, one at a 

time, in a closed loop control mode. 

Figures 4.2.3a and 4.2.3b show the schematic diagrarn for implementing the flow 

rate and temperature modulation control strategies. As shown in Figure 4.2.3b by 

connecting the diverging three-way valve downstrearn of  the pump, the supply water 

temperature to the floor slab is changed since boiler temperature and return water 

temperature are mixed in different proportions in responses to the zone air temperature 

signal. The control range of the three-way valve (O to 200%) could be modified to cover 

in two (0-50%- 100%) or four (O-25%-50%-75%- 100%) stages. Depending on whether 

the three-way valve is in mixing mode or diverging mode the supply water temperature or 



mass flow rate to the floor slab changes accordingly. In the following the multistage 

control strategy will be defmed and results obtained kom the simulation runs will be 

presented. 

! 
Burner 

Boiler 

Figure 4.2 -3 a Three-way valve arrangement for mass flow modulation 

Burner 

Boiler 

Figure 4.2 -3 b Three-way valve arrangement for supply cvater temperature 

modulation 



4.3. Two-Stage Control Strategy 

A two-stage control strategy was defhed as follows. 

0 0 

Where ms is the mass flow rate of supply water to the floor slab, mb is the bypass water 

mass flow rate. Tm, and Tmin are high and low lirnits of zone thermostat setting and TR is 

the throttling range. For example, with Tm, = 23.0°C and T m i n  = 21.0°C, the control 

strategy works as follows. When the zone temperature is greater than 23.0°C the supply 

water to floor slab is tunied off (bypass valve is fully open). On the other hand, when 

zone temperature falls below 21 .O°C, the supply water to the floor slab is at its maximum 

while the bypass is closed. An intermediate stage which enhances the performance of this 

control strategy is activated when the zone temperature remain between 2 1 SOC to 22.5'C 

range. In this case, the three-way valve is set to open the supply and bypass ports equally. 

Thus by mixing equal portions of boiler water and r e m  water, the temperature of supply 

water to the floor slab is modulated. 
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Shown in Figures 4.3-1 to 4.3.4 are the responses obtained with the two-stage 

control with temperature modulation (TSC-TM), two-stage control with supply water 

mass flow rate modulation ( T S C - m ,  single-parameter air temperature control (SPC), 

and the two-païameter control (TPC) schemes. In each case, room air temperature is used 

as the feedback signai. The high and low setpoint lirnits were defmed as 23.0/21.0°C. In 

TPC the slab temperature limits were set as 3 1.0/28.0°C. Solar radiation, outdoor air 

infiltration and interna1 heat generation were not taken into account in the simulation 

nrns. Simulation runs were carried out on a day with outdoor air temperature varying in 

between -5OC to 7OC. The hot water temperature fiom the storage tank was assumed to be 

constant at 57OC. The initial conditions were assumed as follows: zone air temperature = 

20°C, enclosure surface temperature = 20°C, floor slab surface temperature = 27OC and 

retum water temperature = 45OC. 

It is apparent fiom Figure 4.3.2 that the air and slab temperature experience 

significant swings (20.5/24.0°C and 34.0/28.0°C) with the conventional zone air 

temperature based on-off (SPC) control. On the other hand the introduction of staging 

significantly improves the slab temperature responses. For example, the maximum and 

minimum limits obtained with two-stage (TSC-TM) control are (Figure 4.3.1): sIab 

temperature = 33.0/29S°C and room air temperature = 21.5/23.0°C. It also far better 

compared to the TPC (Figure 4.3.3), wbich results in variations in air temperature of 

24.0/20.0°C and in slab temperature between 27-93 1 SOC. The temperature responses 

with two-stage control using supply water mass flow rate regulation (TSC-MM) are 



shown in Figure 4.3.4. Again it is apparent that temperature modulation results in sIightly 

better control. 

In order to assess the performance of the two-stage control under realistic 

operating condition acting on the RFH system, the normal disturbances such as solar 

radiation, outdoor air infiltration and internai heat gain were included in the folIowing 

simulation runs. A constant air change per hour (ACH) rate of 0.5 was used to compute 

the infiltration heat Ioss so that the infiltration heat Ioss is a fùnctiond of the outdoor air 

temperature. A typical intemal heat gain profile (Barakat 1986) [q was used to simulate 

interna1 heat gain of a dwelling that is depicted in Figure 4.3 -5. The intemal heat gain is 

up to about 400W during cooking tirne, IOOW in the morning, 200W in the evening and 

80W throughout the night. The soiar radiation flux, which starts at 8 o'clock and reaches 

peak at noon in 250w/m2 was used in the simulation nins. 

Responses fiom Figure 4.3.6 with soIar and internal heat gain show that the zone 

air and slab temperatures are maintained within the same range compared to the without 

internal and solar radiation responses cuves in Figure 4.3.1. This shows that the TSC- 

TM strategy is robust in rejecting the disturbance effects. The corresponding TPC and 

SPC responses are depicted in Figure 4.3.7 and 4.3.8. Temperature responses obtained 

with TSC-MM strategy are shown in Figure 4.3 -9. Note that TSC-TM control (Figure 

4.3.6) while giving better temperature control also reduces the number of on-off 

switchings compared to the TSC-MM control strategy (Figure 4.3.9). 
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Figure 4.3.6 TSC-TM with solar and interna1 heat gains 
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Figure 4.3 -8 TPC with solar and interna1 heat gains 
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From the simulation results predicted in Figures 4.3.1 through Figure 4.3 -9 it can 

be noted that irrespective of the coId outdoor temperature conditions and internal heat 

gains the two-stage control (TSC) outperforms the on-off control (SPC) and gives good 

temperature regulation throughout the day. 

From the point of view of irnplernenting the two-stage control (TSC) a question 

arises as to the number of times per day the valve actuator will have to switch from one to 

other position. To quanti@ this effect we have sirnulated the two-stage control (TSC) 

operation on several days ranging £kom cold to warm weather conditions. Figure 4.3.10 

shows the total number of switchings per day as a fùnction of average outdoor 

temperature. It is apparent fiom the figure with the two-position control the actuator 

could experience between 10-12 switchings between stages per day. The results show 

that the number of switchings decreases under cold and warm weather conditions. This 

result cannot be generalised. However, it is intended to show the typical number of 

switchings per day under normal operating conditions. 

4.4. Four-Stage Control Strategy 

Further improvements in slab and zone air temperature responses can be achieved 

by using four-stage control (FSC) as depicted in Figure 4.4.1 with temperature 

modulation (TM) and in Figure 4.4.2 with m a s  flow rate modulation (MM) respectively. 

These simulation nins were carried out using the same outdoor, slab and internal gain 

profiles as those used in Figure 4.3 -3 and 4.3.4. 
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The four-stage control (FSC) was defined as follows: 

The mixing water temperature entering the floor slab is given by: 

From the figures it is noted that the zone air temperature varies between high 

23S°C and low 22.S°C, and the floor slab temperature varies between 30.0°C to 32.5OC. 

Compared to the results obtained with two-stage control (TSC) earlier the four-stage 

control shows somewhat better performance in term of slab temperature. However, this 

advantage is achieved at the expense of increasing the complexity of control strategy. 

4.5. The Interactions between Boiler Control and the TSC 

In this simulation results presented in Figure 4.3.1 through 4.3.9 it was assumed 

that a constant temperature of hot water fiom a heating source such as a storage tank is 

available. In practice, the hot water is heated in a boiler, which is also operated in an on- 

off mode to keep the boiler temperature between certain high and low lirnits. Thus, the 
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cyclic variations in the boiler water temperature are likely to interact with the TSC 

strategy. To examine these effects the following simulation runs were carried out. 

The boiler control loop was simulated as follows. Once the circulating pump 

( 3 L h . n  in capacity) is turned on, a built-in thermostat of the boiIer will detect water 

ternperature sends a feedback signal to the controller C2, shown in Figure 4.2.3a and b, to 

turn on the bumer (5000W in capacity) and there onwards keeps the boiler water within 

55/59"C. Thus with this control the boiler temperature varies between 55-5g°C in an on- 

off cyclic mode. 

The temperature responses of two-stage control in temperature modulating mode 

are plotted in Figure 4.5.1 in which slab ternperature varies between 29/33"C and air 

temperature varies 22.0/23S°C. The ranges are sirnîlar to those obtained with constant 

supply water temperature depicted in Figure 4.3.6. Similar observations can be made with 

respect to the results obtained with TSC-MM strategy. However the number of on-off 

cycles per day ixrease when storage tank (constant water temperature source) is replaced 

by the boiler. The figures in this section also illustrate that zone air temperature and slab 

temperature are not significantly different under TM of MM mode. The regulating mode 

seerns to only change the retum water temperature, up to 44OC in Figure 4.5. la, and 42OC 

in Figure 4.5.2a. The bumer operating cycIe lasts about 3 minutes under maximum water 

flow rate and 1 minute under a flow rate of 50%. The temperature of supply water, which 

represents boiler water also, drops to 33OC when the purnp is tumed off for large duration 

due to heat loss through the boiler jacket. 
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A cold day weather condition (outdoor temperature - 131- 1 OC) was also simdated 

using TSC-TM mode with solar radiation, and interna1 heat gains. The results 

depicted in Figure 4.5.3 show that zone air is maintained between 21.0/23.0°C and the 

slab temperature between 32.5/35.0°C. From these results it c m  be noted that the two- 

stage control scheme can provide a stable control under a wide range of operating 

conditions. 

4.6. Summary 

A multi-stage control (MSC) strategy, which uses zone air temperature as control 

signal and does not require the outdoor temperature andlor the slab temperature signals, 

has been developed. The performance of a RFH system can be irnproved by staging 

control variable to achieve either constant supply water mass flow rate with variable 

temperature (TM) or variable mass flow rate with constant temperature (MM). This study 

shows that TM as control variable has higher impact, such that constant mass flow rate 

with variable temperature might control a RFH system more efficiently. However, a 

constant temperature variabie mass flow rate (MM) still offers the advantage in terms of 

saving purnping power. For a large system these savings would be significant- 

Two-stage and four-stage control strategies were examined. Since the four-stage 

control does not show significant improvement, the two-stage control seems to be 

s f i c i en t  as it is simple to implement and could be cost effective. 



The performance of the two-stage control under cold weeather condition including 

the internal heat generated by the occupancy related activities and so1a.r radiation has 

been studied. The simulation results show that the two-stage comtrol scheme is responsive 

to changes in outdoor disturbances and internal heat gains. B e k g  simple and robust, it is 

a good candidate control for WH systems. 



CHAPTER 5 

AUGMENTED CONSTANT GAIN CONTROL (ACGC) 

AND VARIABLE GAIN CONTROL (VGC) 

5.1. Introduction 

The use of microprocessor based controls in residentid heating and cooling 

applications is still not cost effective. However, this could change with the cost of 

microprocessor chips continues to fa11 and the user interface technologies continue to 

improve. Given this trend, it is important to develop simple control algorithm, which can 

be implemented with ease. With this as the motivation, in this chapter, a relative simple 

version of control algorithm, which can be implernented in both constant and variable 

gain structure is explored. The proposed algorithm will be described and simulation 

resdts will be presented to show its operating performance. 

5.2. Augmented Constant Gain Control (ACGC) Algorithm 

The typical modulating controller used in W A C  system is a proportional type 

controller, In a close-loop system, a sensor provides a feedback signal (Figure 5.2.1) of a 

controlled variable. This variable is compared with a setpoint and the difference, known 

as an error, is multiplied by a constant called the gain to obtain an output. The output 

signa1 is sent to actuator thus initiating the regdation of the process- 



Figure 5.2.1 A close loop control system 

The higher the gain the faster will be the response of the control system. 

However, a higher gain will cause overshoot of the controlled variable and the system 

could cycle infinitely. In order to irnprove the system stability and avoid the system 

responding sluggishly, an initial offset value is added such that a typical proportional 

controller is expressed mathematically as: 

U = C + G x E  (5.2.1) 

There the C is the offset, G is the proportional gain and E is the error given by E=(T,,,-T). 

There are several ways by which a controller can be augmented. Here a simple 

version is selected that can be described by the control algorithm. 

U(n) = P x U(n-1) + (1 -P) x K x E(n) (5.2.2) 

Note that in Equation 5.2.2 n denotes the sampling interval. The advantage of this 

augrnented controller is that it enables the offset terrn (C in Equation 5.2.1) modified to 

include a tirne varying offset which is scaled by a parameter P. The last t e m  in Equation 

5.2.2 also enhances the control algorithm through another scaling factor (1-P). The 

important factor in the use of this control algorithm is the design and selection of the 



pararneters P and K- Here a heuristic approach will be used to select the tuning 

pararneters P and K. 

5.3. Guidelines for Selecting the Tuning Parameters 

The guidelines presented in this section are as a result of several simulation nuis 

made with the proposed control algorithm (Equation 5.2-2) on the output responses of the 

RFH system. 

The selection of parameters P and K are based on the dynarnic characteristics of 

the RFH system. Since the control signal U(n) in Equation 5.2.2 consists of contributions 

fiorn two terms: PxU(n-1) the fnst and (1-P) xKxE(n) the second, and since both terms 

are tirne varying it is instructive to consider the first one as a quasi-steady state and the 

second terms a dynarnic term. This allows us to prescribe two different time scaIes to 

these terms. Ln other words, the parameter P is the weighting factor, which should reflect 

the overaii dynarnics of the RFH system segmented into two parts: steady state and 

dynamic. Several simulation runs carried out have shown that the dynamics of the W H  

system c m  be easily manipulated through a control signal consisting of 70-80% of a 

slowly varying (steady state) signal and 20-30% of the control signal changing at a rapid 

rate (the dynamic part) as a function of the instantaneous error E(n). 



The tuning of the gain K is somewhat difncult. In the following, simulation 

results are presented to show the impact of the gain on the system performance. Using 

these results as the basis, near optimal values of the gain are recornrnended. 

Another potential advantage of the control algorîthm (Equation 5.2.2) is that it c m  

be used to explore a simple variable gain strategy by which the controller gain K can be 

updated. Such a strategy will be discussed in section 5.8. Thus the control algorithm 

(Equation 5.2.2) can be implemented both in constant gain control (ACGC) and variable 

gain control (VGC) modes. 

5.4. Cornparison between Proportional Control and ACGC 

Figure 5.4.1 shows the zone air temperature (setpoint 2 1 OC) response obtained 

using the proportional control (Equation 5.2.1) and ACGC (Equation 5.2.2). The 

weighting factor P used in the simulation was 80%, and the gain factor (K) was 1.0. The 

proportional controller gain (G) and offset constant (C) were selected arnong the ones 

that gave good result. The figure shows that the ACGC offers faster response and smaller 

control value variation in zone air temperature throughout the day. 



Time of day 

Figure 5.4.1 Zone temperature responses of proportional and ACGC 

5.5. Near-Optimal Gain Values for RFH System 

Initial trial runs with the ACGC reveded that an increase in the value of P and a 

decrease in the gain factor K could give smooth ternperature response but slow d o m  the 

system response. Therefore there is a trade-off in choosing P and K. Since K is a function 

of dynarnic variations, simulation nuis were conducted to extract a functional relationship 

between K and outdoor air ternperature for a constant P. 

The step function response of the RFH system was sirnulated with several 

different values of gain factor. The outdoor temperatures were represented by a step 

function with magnitudes of -lS°C, -lO°C, -5OC, O°C, SOC. One set of results is depicted 
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in Figure 5.5.1 through 5.5.3. Starting with an arbitrary initial condition of 17S°C, the 

zone temperature increases and reaches close to the setpoint (21°C). The ACGC also 

gives rise to steady state error, which is OS°C in Figure 5.5.1. As the gain factor is 

increased the steady state error decreases but the overshoot increases as the system 

response becomes faster giving raise oscillations which are dissipated as the system 

reaches steady state. Therefore, it is apparent that there is a trade-off between fast 

response time and the steady state error- A functional relationship between the gain, the 

steady-state error and the correspondhg response time (or the number of oscillations) at 

various outdoor air temperatures is plotted in Figure 5.5.4. The optimum range of gain 

values is in between 0.9/"C to 1 .U°C for the RFH system described in this thesis- 

It can also be noted from the results shown in Figure 5.5.4 that the impact of 

outdoor air temperature is not very significant in that a 20°C drop only induces about two 

oscillatory cycles. 

Nomally a control system has to limit the magnitude and the nurnber of 

oscillatory cycles to keep the system from instability. The results of the simulations show 

that the best number of harmonic cycles is between 2 to 5. Form the figure we can see the 

best gain factor is in between of I.O/"C to l.l/"C. The results also suggest that as the 

outdoor temperature decreases, a higher gain factor will produce better system response. 
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5.5.2 Temperature response to an outdoor step input -Soc, gain 1.0 
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The Figure 5.5.5 shows a typical daily simulation result using the optimal value 

of gain factor. It is apparent that zone temperature remains very nearly constant 

throughout the day thus showing the usefülness of the augrnented control in regulating 

the zone temperatures in RFH systems. 
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I zone air temperature I 
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Figure 5.5.5 Typical daily responses using optimal K 

5.6. Determination of Gain for Light and Medium Structures 

Most RFH system installations fall into the category of heavy structure. The 

simulation results presented thus for used the design data of the test facility [8] which can 



also be cfassified as a themally heavy structure. To examine the effect of thermal 

capacity of the structure on the controller gain, simulation tests were conducted for light 

and medium structures. The near-optimal values of gain factor obtained fiom the 

simulation nuis are plotted in Figure 5.6.1, the light, medium and heavy structurai 

classification used in this study corresponds to the ASHRAE [l] designation of thermal 

capacity of building enclosures. For example, a typical light structure consists of 20mm 

plaster, 125mm insulation and 25rnm stucco and a medium structure comprises of 

lOOrnm concrete, 5Ornrn ulsulation and hishing. The heavy structure details are s h o w  

in Figure 3.2.2. 
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5.7. Decreasing the Steady State Error of ACGC 

The simulation resdts presented in previous sections show that the ACGC gives 

rise to a finite steady state error which decreases as the gain factor is increased. Rather 

than increasing the gain, the ACGC algorithm could be modified to include a small 

position constant E such that the overall response is improved and steady state error is 

rninimized. To this end Equation 5.2.2 c m  be modified viz. 

U(n)=PxU(n- l )+( l  - P ) x K x ( E ( n ) t ~ )  (5.7.1) 

Figure 5.7.1 and 5.7.2 show the zone temperature (setpoint 2 1 OC) response obtained with 

and without E in the ACGC algorithm. Note that, the steady state error has been reduced 

specially for the colder outdoor condition. Also shown in Figure 5.7.2 are the typical 

daily zone temperature responses. Again the advantage of including E in the ACGC 

algorithm is obvious as shown by the results in Figure 5.7.2 in that the zone air 

temperature is closed to the setpoint with E than without E. 
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Figure 5.7.1 Zone temperature responses with and without E for a step 

change in outdoor temperature 
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Figure 5.7.2 Typical daily zone temperature response with and without E 
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5.8. Variable Gain Controller (VGC) for RFH systems 

The ACGC can be tuned using the guidelines presented in section 5.3. However, 

it may be possible that the controller gains so chosen may not be suitable under al1 

operating conditions. In such an event, the gain may not be appropriate causing either 

oscillatory response or the excessive overshoot follovling a significant change in the 

operating conditions. To deal with this type of situations it is necessary to continuously 

update the gains. In other words a variable gain controller (VGC) is ideally suited in such 

applications. 

Variable gain controller (also referred to as adaptive controllers) can be designed 

using available methods. However, their implementation requires simcant 

hardware/so~vare capabilities. For these reasons a simpler strategy will be explored by 

which the controller gain can be continuously updated as a function of RFH system 

dyciamics. Such a controller is referred to here in this thesis as a VariabIe Gain Controller 

(VGC). 

The controller gain factor K is a hc t ion  of the overall dynamic characteristics of 

the RFH system which can be represented by some h c t i o n  viz. 

K = f(UA, Cefi Ta, Tz, As, Qin) or 

K =f(q, q, qst, qinb, U b  un& (5.8.1) 

In order to compute the terms in W H  of Equation 5.8.1 a predictive mode1 such as the 

one developed in this thesis will be required. 



A simple function to define was selected, viz. 

In other words, the VGC is a model based controller whose gains K(n) can be update 

using the predictions f o m  the model. Therefore, it is imgortant to validate and calibrate 

the model to achieve good control. 

Figure 5.8.1 shows zone air temperature responses obtained by an optimal ACGC 

and VGC algorithms. It is interesting to note that the VGC performance is close to the 

optimal ACGC without the need for tuning. The regulation properties of VGC are stable 

and bounded by the model predictions. 

8: O I2:OO 16:OO 

Time of day 

Figure 5.8.1 Zone air temperature responses of VGC and ACGC 



An augmented constant gain (ACGC) and a variable gain control (VGC) 

algorithms for RFH systems have been developed. The ACGC provides better 

performance compared to a proportion control. The stability and response tirne of ACGC 

are impacted by not only the gain but also the parameter P. 

Simulation resuits showed that the optimal value of P for good control is 0.8. The 

gain of a control system is a transient parameter. It depends on weather conditions and 

therrnal properties of the structure. Some guidelines for selecting optimum K as a 

function of outdoor temperature, and thermal capacity of the structure have been 

proposed. As the gain is increased the steady state error decreases but overshoot 

increases. The optimum value of gain K was found to be in between 0.9 to 1 - 1. 

Finally, a VGC as a mean of avoiding the time consuming tuning method is 

proposed. The variable gain c m  be computed using the developed mode1 presented in this 

thesis. 



C W T E R  6 

CONCLUSIONS 

The contributions of this thesis and conclusions that can be drawn fiom the 

research results are in the area of model development, model validation and development 

of improved control strategies for W H  systems. These are summarized in the followuig. 

(0 

(ii) 

(iii) 

A simple and relatively accurate dynamic model of an RFH system which 

inchdes the interactions between diffèrent subsysterns (a boiler, 

distribution system, floor slab and building enclosure) has been developed. 

By using the logarithrnic-mean-temperature-différence approach, a 

significant reduction in the number of dynamic equations needed to model 

the RFH systems has been achieved. 

Experimental results [8] were used to validate the model predictions. The 

results show that 

a) The predictions from the model are in general agreement with the 

experirnental data. 

b) The thermal capacity of the floor slab was found to be an important 

parameter in cdibrating the model with respect to measured data. 

c) Mode1 predictions were compared under several operating and control 

d a  were conditions. The differernces between predicted and measured dn 

found to be f 1°C in the  zone air temperature and S O C  in the slab 

temperature responses. 



(iv) Three control strategies for improving the temperature regulation of RFH 

systems are proposed. 

r> A rndtistage control 

II) An augmented constant gain control (ACGC) 

III) A variable gain control (VGC) 

1) Multistage control 

1. By staging the control action in multiple steps, it has been shown that the 

temperature regulation of RFH systems c m  be significantly improved 

compared to the existing on-off controls. 

2. The multistage control elirninates the use of outdoor air sensor to improve 

temperature control as proposed in earlier studies [24]. 

3. Temperature modulation was found to be more effective than mass flow 

modulation in terms of achieving &ter response. 

II) Augmented constant gain control (ACGC) 

1. The ACGC tracks the zone temperature setpoint much more closely than 

proportional control. 

2. Guidelines for selecting the tuning parameters P and K have been developed. 

Good temperatwe control was achieved with P=0.8 and K between 0.5 to 1.2. 

3. Results show that as the outdoor temperature decreases and as the thermal 

capacity of the building enclosure is increased, a higher gain (JC) value gives 

better control performance. 

III) Variable gain control (VGC) 



1. It has been shown that, the need of tuning of ACGC can be avoided by using 

mode1 based control approach. 

2. The variable gain was defrned in terms of input and out heat fluxes. 

Simulation results show that the VGC is able to maintain zone temperature 

close to the setpoint as well as an optimal constant gain controller. 

Future Research 

1. Developing an analytical methodology for verifjing the stability of VGC 

should be explored and tested. 

2. Lmplernentation and testing of multistage control, ACGC and VGC on a RFH 

system in a test facility should be conducted to devetop implementable, cost 

effective controls for RFH systems. 
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APPENDIX 

C++ PROGRAM 

1. Objects Declaration 

//fuel supply Tom O to 1 

//water m a s  from O to 1 

//entering water temperature 

public: 

static double Tout; //water off temperature 

boiler(doub1e water, double Ti, double f); 

//radiant floor slab declaration: 

chss flor 



//water mass flow 

// supply water T and floor release H 

double Uw; 

double Tsp, heat; 

static double Tl ,  T2; 

double d'My dTsIab, dT1, dT2; 

public: 

static double Trt; 

static double Tslab; 

flor(doub1e wt, double Ts, double Q); 

>; 

//room enclosure declaration: 

class room 

double Tslab, Toutair, solar; 

double dTiwall, dT1, dT1, dTowall; 

static double Tl ,  T2; 

public: 

static double Tair, //zone air temperature 

static double Tiwall, Towall; //interior and exterior temperature 

room(doub1e Tsl, double To, double Sl); 

>; 

//on-off control1er: 



class onoff 

double Hlimit; 

double Llirnit; 

double reference; 

public: 

//high limit 

//low limit 

//control variable 

double controlval; 

onoff(doub1e h, double 1, double r, double c); 

//two-stage on-off controller: 

class twostage 

{ 

double reference; 

public: 

double controlval; 

twostage(double ref, double val); 

1; 

2. Definitions of Declarations 



#inchde <rnath.h> 

#inchde "WH-H" 

//thermal capacitance 

#define Cpw 4186.8 

#define Cp 1 -9e06 

#define Cb 4.24e04 

#define Cz 4.2e06 

//boiler parameters 

#define alpha 0-12 

#define ab 5.06072 

#define Ubrnax 7500 

#define Tbmax 62.0 

#define Te 20.0 

//retuni water 

#define Uwrnax 5/60 

#define Up 13 -5 

//zone data 

//#define az 1 10 

//panel data 

#define MW 7.55 

#define hit 140.2 

W/K 

#define Ait 12.36 

//specific heat of water in J/kgK 

// thermal capacitance o f  floor panel in J K  

// thermal capacitance o f  boiler in J/K 

// thermal capacitance of  zone in J/K 

//constant for calculating efficiency 

//rate of boiler jacket heat transfer W/K 

//boiler capacity in W 

//high temperature limit of water in C 

//boiler room air temperature in C 

//max water mass flow in SL/min 

//13 -5 

//water mass inside of tube in kg 

//water side convection coefficient of tube 

//inside tube area m2 



//floor sfab surface area m2 

//time step in sec 

double Air_Temp(double, double, double, double, double); 

//boiler object defrnition, inputs include water flow, water temperature and fuel 

double boiier::Tout=60; 

boiler::boiler(double w, double ti, double f )  

{ 

Uw = w; //water flow rate fiom O to 1 

Tin = ti; Ilentering water temperature C 

Ub=f ;  //fuel input fiom O to 1 

Tout += (Ub*Ubmax*(l -alpha*Tin/Tbma$- 

Uw*Uwmax*Cpw* (Tout-Tin)-ab*(Tout-Te))*dt/Cb; 

//heating floor slab definition, 

//input include water flow, entering temperature and heat release 

double flor::Trt=50; //water off temperature C 

double flor::T2=3 5; //middle of the slab C 

double flor: :T1=3 0; //bottom of the slab C 

double flor: :Tslab=3 0; //surface of the slab C 



fior::flor(doubIe wt, double Ts, double q) 

Uw = wt; //water flow form O to 1 

Tsp = Ts; //entering water temperature C 

heat = q; //heat release of last step W 

double lmtd //log mean temperature difference 

if (Uw==O) htd=O; 

else lmtd=( Tsp- Trt)/log((Tsp- T2)/( Trt- T2)); 

dTslab=((-Ap * heat-Up * Ap* (Tslab-T2)) * dt/(Cp/6)-dT2)/2; 

dT 1 =((Up * Ap* (T2-T 1 )) * dt/(Cp/6)-dT2)/2; 

Trt += dTrt; 

T l  += dTl; 

T2 += dT2; 



Tslab += dTsIab; 

//zone definition, inputs include surface temperature of noor slab 

//outdoor air temperature and solar radiation 

double room::Tail-20; //zone air temp 

double room: :Tiwall=15; //iris ide surface 

double room: :Tl = 12; 

double room::T1=8; 

double room: :Towall=7; //outside surface 

roorn::room(double ts, double to, double s1) 

{ 

Tslab = ts; //heating floor slab surface temperature C 

Toutair = to; //outdoor air temperature C 

solar = sl; //solar radiation intensity WIrn2 

double qr=5*(pow(((Tslab+273)/100),4) 

-pow(((Tiwalli-273)/ 1 OO),4)); 

double qc= 1 -3 1 *pow((Tair-Tiwall), 1 -3 3); 

dT1 = (-(qr*Ap+44.8*qc+2.25*0,9*solar) -3*350*(Tl-Tiwall)* 

-2*25.8 "(Tl -T2))*dt/(C~/3); 



dT2 = ((-44.8 * (solar-34* (To wall-Toutaîr)) 

-3 *az* (T2-T 1)-2* az(T21-Towall)) *ch 

/(Cz/6); 

Tiwall+= dTiwall; 

TI +=dTl; 

T2 += dT2; 

Towall += dTowall; 

Tair = Air-Temp(44.8 ,Tiwall, Ap,Tslab,~outair) ; 

1 

onoE:onoff(double h, double 1, double r, double c) 

{ 

H l m t  = h; 



Llimit = 1; 

reference = r; 

controlval = c; 

if (r <= Llimit) controlval = 1 .O; 

else if (r >= Hlimit) controlval = 0.0; 

twostage::twostage(double ref, double val) 

//two-stage control air temperature setting 21C 

{ 

reference = ref; 

controlval = val; 

3. Functions 



//this function is written for computing zone air temperature 

#include <math. h> 

double Air-Temp ( double AE, //ares of enclosure 

double TE, //temperature of enclosure interior surface 

double AF, //ares of ff oor 

double TF, //temperature of floor surface 

double TOUT) //outdoor temperature 

double high, low; 

doubIe A, B; 

double ta, infiltration; //ta is zone air temperature 

high = TF; //initial selection of high boundary of ta 

low = TE; //initial selection of low boundary of ta 

ta = (high+low)/2.0; //initial selection of ta 

infîltration = 0.5*AF*3.8/3600*(ta - TOUT); //infiltration ACH is 0.5 

A = 2.3 1 *AF*pow((TF-ta), 1.3 1); //convection heat transfer in floor 

B = 1.3 1 *AE*pow((ta-TE), 1.33) //convection heat transfer in wall 

+ infiltration; 

do 

{ 



if (ACB) high = ta; //update of high boundary of ta 

else low = ta; //update of low boundary of ta 

ta = (high+low)/2,0; //update ta 

A = 2.3 l *AF*pow((TF-ta), 2 -3 1); 

B = 1.3 1 *AE*pow((ta-TE), 1.33)+ infiltration; 

= 0.5*AF*3.8/36OO*(ta - TOUT); 

} 

while (fabs(A-B) < 0.0000 1); 

return ta; 

4. Main Program 

//- .. -- - - .. VGC.cpp --------- 

// This is written for sirnulating the ACGC and VGC system. 

#indude cstdio.h> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

#include <math. h> 

#inchde "lWH.Hn 

#define totaltirne 2 //cornpute time in days 

double Toutdoor(int); 



double Solar(int); 

void maino 

double qc, qr; 

double To, Sol; 

//initial settings 

double fel = 0.4; 

double wtr = 2 .O; 

double Tbsp=55 .O; 

double TbM3 .O; 

double Twsp =55; 

double Twrt =48; 

double Tws = 43; 

double Tsl = 30; 

double Twl = 19; 

double Two = 0; 

double Ta = 2 1 ; 

//boiler water off temperature C 

//boiler water entering temperature C 

//water supply ternperature to slab C 

//water return ternperature fiom sfab C 

//inside slab temperature C 

//slab surface temperature C 

//wall interior surface temperature C 

//wall exterior surface temperature C 

//zone air temperature C 

//boiler variable energy input control 

double percent = 0.9; 

double K=l . 1 ; 

double Ein=O.O, Eout=O.O; 



int day, hour, sec, dt; 

//write output to text file named test-dat 

FILE* fp; 

if ((fp=fopen("data.datn, "wt"))=NULL) 

p M (  "The N e  data-dat was not openedh" ); 

else 

fprintf(~,"%s\to/os\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%~\t~~~, 

"Time", "Return Water", "Floor Slab", "Zone Air", "Outdoor Airr1); 

for (day = 0; day < totaltirne; day*) 

for (hou = O; hour < 24; hourtt) 

for (sec = 0; sec < 3600; sec*) 

// for (dt = O; dt < 600; dt++) //tirne step in 1/600 sec 

int t = hour*3600+sec; 

To = Toutdoor(t); 

Sol = Solar(t); //solar radiation intensity 

//output last day's data in min 

if ((sec%600=0)&&day = (totaitime- 1)) 

{ 

hour = hourtl6; /kar t  at 16:OO 



if (hour >= 24) hour = hou-24; 

fprintf(fj1,"%2d:%2d\t%8.3f\t%8.3fk%8 .3At%8.3fiW1, 

hour, sed60, Twsp, Tsl, Ta, To); 

1; 

qr=5 * @O w(((Tsl+273)/ 1 O 0),4)-pow(((Twl+273)/ 1 00),4)); 

qc=2.18*pow(fabs(Tsl-Ta), 1.13); 

if (day = (totaltime-1)) 

{ 

Eout = 4.4*3 *(qr + qc); 

Ein = (7500*fe1*0.88); Uefficiency 88% 

if (fel<= O) feI=0.0001; //minimum input 

if (fel >1) fel=1; //maximum input 

boiler B(wtr, Twrt, fel); 

flor F(wtr, Twsp, (qc + qr)); 

room R(Ts1, To, Sol); 

Twsp = B.Tout; 



Twrt = F.Trt; 

TsI = F-Tslab; 

Ta = R.Tair; 




